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Welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-Magazine
The e-Mag is a little late this week as I wanted to be able to include the exciting news that
as well as the Sony Alpha 7R V announced late last week, today Canon has announced
the long-awaited EOS R6.
You can see all the specs inside on both cameras. And I have it on very good authority,
there is another major announcement due in the next 24 hours and I’ll of course keep you
updated via the website.
The tutorials are proving popular and to align with people what have liked to date, I have
decided to stick with those tutorials for Drone flying and image / video creation, After
Effects, Photoshop and DaVinci Resolve. If there are others you’d specifically like to see,
please drop me a line.

Contact Us
Phone:
+61 (0)456952227
Email:

Also late last week I had a major computer crash so in hindsight, it was timely that I had
ordered a new computer as mentioned previously. I have put together a “pre-plan” to aid
in resurrecting a workspace if this should ever happen to you. The trick of course is to make
sure you do all the things suggested BEFORE any crash!

australian-videocamera.com

Finally, when I tested the SanDisk Pro-Blade I wondered if it would work in a Blackmagic
Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro. The results of that test are in this edition too.
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Take care and as always, thanks for the support.

david@auscamonline.com

Web:

Facebook:
Twitter:

@Auscamonline

Instagram:
David Hague
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Cover Image: Cormorant drying Bunbury Boat Harbour
Shot from BMD Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro
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You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of course for you to

•

Panasonic

•

NewBlue

forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign up to get their own regular copy,
they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com. If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please
email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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INDUSTRY
News From Around The Industry
Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.
If you have material you want the
wider world to know about, send it to
me via david@auscamonline.com

Sony announces jury for first Future

tor Justin Chadwick, this year’s jury
comprises leading and celebrated
figures from the film industry including Nicole Brown, President of TriStar
Pictures; Jeremy Barber, Partner,
Motion Picture Literary and Talent,
United Talent Agency; and Sir Roger
A. Deakins, Academy award-winning cinematographer.
To see all the details, click here.

NEWS

Latest Digistor Newsletter
Each month Digistor has an industry newsletter detailing what it and
other comapnies are doing. If you
not receibf it, you can view the latest edition and sign up here.

NewBlue Titler Live 5 Integrates
With After Effects
NewBlue’s patented caching engine, the same technology that
animates Titler Live native graphics
effortlessly in real time, now does
the same with your After Effects designs.

Filmmaker Awards 2023

DJI News

Creo is pleased to reveal the panel
of judges for the inaugural edition of
the Sony Future Filmmaker Awards;
a major new annual program for
short films, providing a gateway for
the development of creative excellence and free for anyone to enter.
Chaired by award-winning direc-

Directly open AE projects in Titler
Live. Connect live data controllers,
from scoreboards to spreadsheets.
If you are the owner of a DJI Air2S Watch the fields in your graphics animate individually as they change in
like me then rejoice!
real time, just the way you designed
A firmware update has just been them to.
announced that allows the AIR2S to
use the RC Remote Controller. This See more information here.
means you can forever throw that
phone or tablet away!
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XS Wireless Digital

An instant
connection.
Wireless means never missing the moment. It
means powering on and getting straight to work.
Be it a complication-free lavaliere for the oneperson video team, a wireless mic that’s up and
running right out of the bag, or something entirely
different—it’s a quick sync and you’re good to go.
Enter the world of wireless without the burden of a
complex setup.
An all new way to capture audio.
An instant connection.
www.sennheiser.com/xsw-d

CAMCORDER

New Sony Alpha 7R V Announced
Sony today announced the Alpha
7R V (model ILCE-7RM5) as the
newest R series camera in its acclaimed line up of Alpha mirrorless interchangeable lens cameras.
The Alpha 7R V combines Sony’s
highest resolution image sensor with
a new AI processing unit dedicated
to AI-based image recognition – a
first in any Alpha camera – as well
as the powerful BIONZ XR™ image
processing engine – a first in the
“R” full-frame lineup. The combination of the high-resolution sensor
and these processors enables new
breakthroughs in subject recognition and capture for both still photography and video.

ie output, a new 4-axis multi-angle
monitor, high-speed communication functions, high-level operability
and smooth workflow integration.
Sony’s newest camera is ideal for
professionals who need a first-class
high-resolution imaging tool.

Improved AF Based on Newly Developed AI Processing Unit

The Alpha 7R V features Real-time
Recognition AF, which is next-generation AF with advanced accuracy and broader subject recognition
thanks to a new AI processing unit
with deep learning. The state-ofthe-art AI processing uses detailed
information about human form and
pose estimation to dramatically
The new Alpha 7R V offers 61.0MP improve recognition accuracy bestill images plus the most effective yond systems which only detect
8-step image stabilisation system face and eye and make full use of
ever offered in any of Sony’s Alpha its potential . Real-time Recognition
cameras, as well as refined 8K mov- AF, using AI subject recognition,
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has been developed to
include several
subject types,
including
animals, vehicles and
insects . The
Alpha 7R V
also includes continuous shooting at up to 10 fps with
AF/AE tracking.
In addition to the advanced AI
technology, the Alpha 7R V
includes improvement to
many beloved features
from other cameras in Sony’s Alpha series that are
now included for the first
time in Sony’s 7R series:
●Tenacious Real-time Tracking
●Faster and more precise wide-area, high-density AF system

CAMCORDER

New Sony Alpha 7R V Announced
●Silent, vibration-free shooting at up to 7 fps
●Continuously
shoot up to
583
compressed
RAW
images at high
speed
The Alpha
7R V also
includes
focus
features
t h a t
support
high resolution
including
fulltime DMF (direct manual focus),
and focus bracketing , a highly requested capability that allows for
focus stacked images.

Extraordinary Resolution Known to

algorithms for stills and video. In addition to the 8-step compensation
Sony’s Alpha 7R Series
effect for stills, the new stabilisation
The Alpha 7R V was designed to algorithm provides precise detecdeliver overwhelming detail thanks tion and control right down to the
to the latest BIONZ XR™ image pro- single-pixel level, taking full advancessing engine and a 35mm full- tage of the sensor’s 61.0-megapixel
frame back-illuminated Exmor R™ resolution potential to bring out the
CMOS image sensor with approxi- finest subject details.
mately 61.0 million effective megapixels. The latest BIONZ XR image Sony’s newest camera also offers
processing engine ensures that the upgraded Pixel Shift Multi Shooting,
resolution potential of the camera’s which takes advantage of the presensor is fully utilised to deliver the cision in-body image stabilisation
highest resolution at low sensitivity in system control, capturing multiple
the Alpha series thus far. This ena- pixel-shifted images that are later
bles sensitivity settings from ISO 100 composited using a computer to
to ISO 32000 for both stills and mov- achieve overwhelming resolution
ies and wide dynamic range with in a single image. Using the latest
version of Imaging Edge Desktop™
15 stops for stills.
Ver.3.5
computer
application,
The Alpha 7R V’s entire image sta- small pixel-level movements, such
bilisation system has been updated as a shift in the subject’s position
with a high-precision image stabili- or leaves on a tree, are automatisation unit, advanced gyro sensors, cally detected and corrected so
and optimised image stabilisation
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New Sony Alpha 7R V Announced
that perfect compositing can be
achieved . 16-image composites
with approximately 240.8 million pixels (19,008 x 12,672 pixels) can be
produced from data that is equivalent to approximately 963.2 million
pixels. The Alpha 7R V also supports
precise and versatile external flash
control for additional creative flexibility. Additionally, when in challenging lighting conditions the Alpha 7R V effectively suppresses
flickering from artificial lights for stills
and video.

●High-quality HEIF images with high lisation for smoother on-the-go recompression efficiency
cording, the Alpha 7R V is compatible with select lenses that include
●Wide brightness range for large
built-in image stabilisation for even
screen viewing.
more stable framing and smooth
footage.
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New Sony Alpha 7R V Announced

The Alpha 7R V pairs outstanding
reliability for professional

multi-angle LCD monitor that combines the utility of a conventional tilting monitor with side-opening variangle flexibility, and an electronic
viewfinder with 9.44 million dots. The
Alpha 7R V also
includes two
CFexpress
Type A/
S D X C
compatible
m e dia slots
and
a

needs in both stills and
videos with a compact, lightweight form factor. The
Alpha 7R V includes a new 4-axis

brand-new menu
system with touch control and a
wide range of customisable functions.

Cinematic Video Capabilities

In addition to incredible still photography capabilities, the Alpha
7R V offers advanced video capabilities. Sony’s newest camera
delivers 8K1 24/25p video, 4K video oversampled from 6.2K without
binning , a high-efficiency MPEG-H
HEVC/H.265 codec, intra recording,
Additional features that offer flex- 10-bit 4:2:2 recording, and more for
ibility for still photography includes: high image quality and flexible ed●Addition of Lossless RAW image iting. It also includes evolved subcompression and selectable RAW ject recognition for unprecedented
real-time tracking reliability, breathimage sizes and quality
ing compensation and the ability
●Greatly expanded focus and ex- to use camera metadata for postposure bracketing
processing and advanced in-body
●Creative Look settings for stills and image stabilisation. In addition to
in-body Active mode image stabivideos in camera

CAMCORDER

Operability and Reliability

The Alpha 7R V also allows professionals to optimise their workflow
with updated connectivity for improved support. Data can be transferred at high speed over Wi-Fi
(802.11ac) 2x2 MIMO or a wired SuperSpeed USB 10Gbps connection
via a USB-C® port. In addition to
allowing efficient remote shooting
as well as still and movie file transfers, new USB streaming features
support UVC/UAC, allowing direct
streaming from the camera even in
4K (QFHD) resolution with audio as
well.

The Alpha 7R V is also compatible
with the new PCK-LG3 Screen Protect Glass Sheet, which maintains
touch sensitivity while protecting
the LCD monitor against stains and
fingerprints.

Designed for Professionals with
Sustainability in Mind

Measures have been taken to reduce the environmental footprint of
this product at every stage of its life
cycle: from product development
through supply chain, production,
and packaging. Sony aims to inspire
Based on feedback from profes- through the most efficient use of
sionals, the Alpha 7R V includes im- energy and resources. Recyclable
proved heat dissipation for extend- plastic including SORPLAS™ were
ed recording times , an upgraded used for this camera body partially.
dust and moisture resistant design , In addition, manufacturing takes
a durable magnesium alloy chassis, place at a facility using renewable
and other refinements for maximum energy.
reliability in challenging working enTo see the rest of the story including
vironments.
pricing and availability, click here.
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HARDWARE

Announced: Canon EOS R6 Mk II
Canon Australia today announces the launch of the EOS
R6 Mark II, its fastest advanced
full-frame mirrorless camera to
date, expanding the pioneering
EOS R System – offering 40fps,
stunning low-light AF,
4K UHD movies and
6K RAW external
device
recording,
all built on the RF
Mount.
As the newest model
in the range for hybrid
creators, the EOS R6
Mark II utilises the powerful foundations of the
RF Mount and redefines
standards set by the EOS
R6. For both stills and movies, it raises the bar with its unique blend of
class-leading performance, breathtaking speed, stability and professional filmmaking features.
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Sharp images and smart tracking

new levels.

Using the same DIGIC X processor
technology – which was at the core
of the EOS R5, EOS R6 and coveted
E O S 1D X Mark III –
alongside the
camera’s
n e w

The EOS R6 Mark II can track subjects keeping them sharp as they
move through a scene. Using improved deep-learning artificial intelligence, it recognises people,
vehicles (which now includes aircraft and trains in addition to cars and
motorbikes) and
animals which has
been updated to
recognise horses
and zebras as well
as dogs, cats and
birds.

24.2megapixel CMOS sensor, the EOS R6
Mark II supports renowned next
generation Dual Pixel CMOS AF
II pushing speed and reliability to

The type of subject to be detected
can be chosen in the menu, or using the new Auto option depending on the range of scenarios the
photographer is shooting in. With
advance eye tracking, users can
specify which eye (left or right)
should be given focus priority, and

HARDWARE

Announced: Canon EOS R6 MK II
when the eyes can’t be detected,
the EOS R6 Mark II focuses on the
face in shot instead.
Even if a person turns away for a
moment, their head continues to
be tracked, and if the
head isn’t visible the
camera will go on to
track the body.
The EOS R6 Mark II
boasts the world’s
most effective IS
performance, with
up to 8-stops co-ordinated control image stabilisation .
Using the combined IS, optical and
in-body – it can shoot long exposures, handheld with extreme clarity and sharpness. Photographers
can also capture the ambience in
very low light conditions, focusing in
light levels as low as -6.5EV , and the
ability to shoot up to ISO 102,400.

Next generation speed for the EOS R
System
Setting new speed records, the EOS
R6 Mark II is Canon’s fastest EOS to
date . It can shoot continuously at
up to 40fps - with 20fps and
5fps options with electronic shutter –
and up to 12fps
mechanically,
capturing fleeting
moments
that may not be
perceptible to
the human eye.
Compared
to
the EOS R6, the
new sensor reduces rolling shutter, allowing the camera’s electronic shutter to be used
to freeze fast-moving objects.
Additionally, the EOS R6 Mark II keeps
pace with photographers’ needs,
recording action before shooting

starts, with 0.5 second pre-shooting
in RAW Burst mode – a great advantage when shooting unpredictable subjects, from tennis players
to toddlers. The RAW Burst mode
shoots continuously at 30fps for
up to 191 frames, recording
every ima g e
in a
single
CR3
file;
a l l
with
A
F
tracking. Individual images can be extracted from this roll using Canon’s
Digital Photo Professional software,
or in camera, and saved as individual JPEG, HEIF or RAW files.
For the rest of the release click here
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A Crashed Computer? More Than Spreadsheets,
Documents, Photos and Videos Hey?

It will happen to everyone at
some stage. It might not be tomorrow or next week or even
next year, but happen it will, and
when it does, you need to be a
goof little Boy Scout.

ed maybe a couple of years longer
than I expected. (My previous Dell
lasted 4 years. I have used Dell XPS
machines for nearly 15 years now I
believe and been very happy with
them as a whole).

Be Prepared.

Let me explain exactly what my
setup is, and that will give you a
What is this disastrous possibility you
feel for what, if unprepared, an alask? Simple dear reader, a hard
mighty task would lie ahead.
drive failure.
The thing is, whilst your data (documents, photos, spreadsheets etc)
ARE of course valuable, when it
comes to rebuilding a system due
to a malfunction, then the timeconsuming part is not resurrecting
that data.
I bring this up, as just recently I have
been through this ‘trauma’ with a
trusty 6-year-old Dell biting the dust.
This machine has rarely been turned
off in that entire time and so has
had a hard life, and probably lastPAGE 12
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A Crashed Computer? More Than Spreadsheets,
Documents, Photos and Videos Hey?

tem can be so painful!
I have a lot of peripherals I use daily. An awful lot. Here is a list:
Loupedeck CT Controller (for personalised workflow)
Contour ShuttlePro
Blackmagic ATEM Mini Pro (for vision

Mouse (acquired after my Carpal
Tunnel operation)
LogicKeyBoard DaVinci Resolve Keyboard
(this takes 2 USB ports)

Digitech Bluetooth headset (the
base station uses USB power for
charging)
Elgato Wave:3 Mic (USB-C based)

The “box” contains a single 4TB
drive split into a pair of 2TB partitions with all of the OS stuff (Windows 10 Premium) on the first
partition (Drive C) and applications on the second (Drive D). For
data, I have a Seagate 8TB USB 3
drive connected.
There is 32GB RAM and 8 USB slots
for peripherals, one of which goes
to a powered 16 port USB hub.
Why so many USB’s? This is a partial
clue as to why reconstituting a sys-

vlogging etc)

Logitech C922 Webcam

Blackmagic Speed Editor

Epson ET 2750 Printer / Scanner

MX

Master

3

Upright

FlashForge Adventurer 3 3D Printer
If any of the above are not directly
plugged in (the mouse for example) then they have a corresponding USB dongle that needs a port.
There are a few other things I dabble with on occasion that also require ports such as Arduino and
Rapsberry Pi electronics, and of
course there are needs to get
data off drones, cameras, phones
and so on.

mixing,

Logitech

Sandisk 1TB USB / LaCie 2TGB SSD /
Samsung 1TB T5 / SanDisk Pro-Blade
2TB SSD (all portable USB-C based
and used for various purposes such
as camera / camcorder data, data
transfer etc)

Seagate 8TB USB drive

A number of these need device
drivers and so of course when rebuilding a system, you need easy
access to these.

I back these up in a separate folder,
each with a sub-folder for the exact
device and meaningfully named to
aid in later identification.
Speaking of backups, I use a pair of
Seagate Barracudas in a RAID array
and powered by a Synology NAS
system. I was put onto this by Adam
Turner (of Vertical Hold – an excellent
techie podcast – fame) and it was
quite easy to setup and maintain
on my network.
But it doesn’t there of course.
Back in the “old days”, we had floppy disks as masters to our precious
programs – later to become CDs
and then DVDs.

To see the rest of the story please
click here.
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THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods

SOFTWARE TUTORIALS
Creating Panorama Images

Photoshop Basic Masking

A lot of people have bought the DJI
Mini 3 drone to create panorama
shots; that is images stitched together
to make one wide (or tall) image.

Masking is one the skills that are essential in both video and still imagery. If it
all escapes you, watch this video to
get a decent start and understanding.

If you are having trouble getting results, this may help.

Click here to see the tutorial

Click here for the tutorial

DRONE / Ae

Ps

Ae

R E S O LV E

Dr Who Time Vortex

Surface Tracking

I've been getting back into some of
the earlier Dr Who episodes of late
and thought I'd like to learn to make
the Time Vortex effect. Here's one I
found.

Simple and very quick (5 min) tutorial
on how easy it is to track a surface
and superimpose your logo (or any
graphic) with the Surface Tracker in
DaVinci Resolve 18

See it here

IIn this examplea logo is added to a
building..
Click here to access .
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Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro / SanDisk Pro-Blade

Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro / SanDisk Pro-Blade

Just over a week ago I reviewed the
SanDisk Pro-Blade Ecosystem and
discovered its minor quirks and an
… ahhhm… omitted entry in the user
notes.

(thank you Norman at SanDisk Tech
for this - https://support-en.wd.com/
app/answers/detailweb/a_
id/30566 ), and connected the
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro to the Transport unit containing the Mag (the actual drive).

But all in all, I thought the concept
was a brilliant one, and still do.
Now, in my further playing investigations, I have discovered something
else. I alluded to this in the original
article, but only now managed to
get around to testing it.
Will the SanDisk Pro-Blade Ecosystem work as an external SSD for a
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro?
And the answer is yes, but again
with a weird quirk.
I had formatted the drive for Windows as per the finally discovered
documentation covering this area
that is missing from the user notes
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idea, but what the hell, I don’t care,
it worked and Windows can still see
the SanDisk when it is plugged in to
the USB-C port.

Footnote: It is imperative in both
cases you use the USB-C cable
that comes with the SanDisk ProAnd damn it, the camera would Blade Ecosystem. From my experinot see it in the installed media on ence, other 3rd party USB-C cables
the main screen in the LCD.
may not work, but your mileage of
However going into the bowels of
the camera’s OS, and the area covering storage, it DID see the drive as
unformatted. So, in for a penny and
in for a pound, I used the camera to
again format the drive.

course may vary.
Image: The Blackmagic Pocket Cin-

ema Camera 6K Pro inside a SmallRig cage and the SanDisk Pro-Blade
Ecosystem. If you are interested in
the cage I reviewed it here and
they are available for a wide range
It took around 30 seconds for the
of cameras from the Videoguys.
2TB and then lo! It was there, and
I have a tasty 5 hours + of storage The mounted light is an Aputure AL-M9
(reviewed here) available from Kayell.
available.
Why it needed a camera format
(both were set for NTFS) I have no
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